Effects of Ginkgo biloba constituents related to protection against brain damage caused by hypoxia.
The purpose of the present study was to approach the compound(s) responsible for the beneficial effects of an extract of Ginkgo biloba leaves (EGB) on animals subjected to hypoxia. In this first approach we compared the effects of the flavone and the non-flavone fraction of EGB with those of the whole extract on mice in lethal hypoxia (3.5% O2), on brain energy metabolism of artificially ventilated rats inspiring 7% O2, and on local cerebral blood flow (LCBF) of normoxic rats. The latter two experimental settings should also extend the knowledge about the underlying mechanisms of the antihypoxidotic actions. EGB as well as its non-flavone fraction considerably prolonged the survival time of mice under lethal hypoxia. EGB retarded the breakdown of brain energy metabolism in the hypoxic artificially ventilated rat. A corresponding effect was exerted by the non-flavone fraction while the flavone fraction even worsened the metabolic state. The non-flavone fraction increased LCBF in the majority of 35 examined brain regions; a similar effect could be seen after EGB-treatment, while the flavone fraction caused only minor alterations of LCBF. We conclude that the non-flavone fraction of EGB carries the antihypoxidotic activity. Metabolic effects are suggested to cause this activity. Further studies are necessary to elucidate the effective compound within this fraction.